PRESS RELEASE
INAUGURAL EUROBAROMETER REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
EUROPEANS' SATISFACTION WITH PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PARIS, 12 JUNE 2014
Europeans are broadly satisfied with urban public transport according to a new study
from the European Commission revealed today at the European Mobility
Conference, co-organised by UITP (International Association of Public Transport).
The Eurobarometer, which surveyed 28,036 Europeans on their happiness with various
aspects of public transport, reveals that in 23 of the 28 Member States, at least 60% of
people show ‘high’ or ‘good’ satisfaction. Luxembourg topped the list (88%),
followed by Latvia (83%) and Finland (82%). Meanwhile, Malta showed the lowest
overall satisfaction at 31%.
69% of Europeans were satisfied with the frequency of their public transport; 58%
were satisfied with passenger information whilst the rest of the criteria
(punctuality/reliability, cleanliness, security, ticketing and routes taken) were met
with 58-70% satisfaction. The one criterion falling beneath the 50% mark was ticket
pricing, with which just 39% of Europeans are satisfied.
“The results of the inaugural Eurobarometer show Europeans are mainly satisfied with
their public transport, with frequency levels scoring particularly highly. If we take into
account the importance passengers give to each criterion, strong evidence shows
that demand is much more sensitive to frequency than fares,” said Alain Flausch,
UITP Secretary General. “More work needs to be done therefore to communicate to
passengers the true cost of mobility.
“Europeans’ general satisfaction with their public transport is supported by UITP’s own
research, which shows that public transport ridership has risen consistently across the
EU in the past decade, with the exception of when the crisis was at its worse in 2009,”
Mr. Flausch added.
LINKS
To access UITP’s study on ‘Local public transport trends in the EU’ click here.
NOTE TO EDITORS
The International Association of Public Transport (UITP) is a passionate champion of
sustainable urban mobility and is the only worldwide network to bring together all public
transport stakeholders and all sustainable transport modes. We have 1,300 member
companies giving access to 14,000 contacts from 92 countries. Our members are public

transport authorities and operators, policy decision-makers, research
institutes and the public transport supply and service industry. Visit our
website www.uitp.org. Follow us on Twitter: @UITPpressoffice
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